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My invention relates to a mobile golf club car 
rier, and has particular reference to a combined 
caddy cart and golf bag that permits ready access 
to golf clubs. 
The use of caddy carts for carrying golf clubs 

is well known, the golfer merely placing the usual 
golf club carrying bag upon the caddy cart, and 
thereafter moving the cart as desired. When a 
club is required, a golfer may select one from the 
bag and replace it when he has ?nished using it. 
Caddy carts have been constructed, however, 

that employ racks for individually mounting clubs 
so that they may be easily selected, removed, and 
replaced. Such rack carts, however, have not 
employed a club bag or provided space for a club 
bag. The user of a rack cart accordingly must 
remove clubs from a bag, place them on the rack, 
and then store the bag. When the player has 
?nished the game, the clubs must be placed back 
in the bag for storage or transportation. 
My invention provides a self-contained and 

self-su?icient caddy cart of the rack type includ 
ing a club bag. The caddy cart is made in a col 
lapsible or folding construction so as to occupy 
little space and accordingly may be readily trans 
ported with the bag attached. When it is placed 
in use, the clubs are merely removed from the 
bag and arranged on the rack, the bag remaining 
with the cart. Accordingly there is no problem 
of storage of the bag while the golf game is in 
progress, and the bag is instantly available for 
receiving the clubs from the rack. The clubs may 
also receive the protection of the bag while being 
transported to and from the golf course. 
The collapsible nature of my caddy cart per- , 

mitting the bag to remain attached provides the 
golfer with a readily portable caddy cart, and 
accordingly it is not necessary for him to rent 
one separately when he arrives at the golf course. 
Further the folding caddy cart may be so lightly 
constructed as to impose but little added weight 
compared to the conventional golf bag. Addi 
tionally its shape may be such as to give further 
protection to the bag during transport or stor 
age. 

It is therefore an object of my invention to 
provide a combined rack type of caddy cart and 
golf club carrying bag. 
Another object of my invention is to provide 

a collapsible caddy cart adapted to remain at 
tached to a golf club bag during storage or trans 
port of the has. 
A further object of my invention is to provide 

a collapsible caddy cart having a bag attached 
that is so arranged as to be movable while par 
tially collapsed. 
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2 
Other objects, advantages, novel elements, and 

interrelationships of parts will be apparent in 
the accompanying description and claims, to 
gether with the drawings forming an integral 
part of this speci?cation, and in which: 

Fig. 1 is a side view of an illustrative caddy 
cart and bag embodying my invention and dis 
posed in a partially collapsed position that per 
mits movement of the cart; 

Fig. 2 is an exploded view of the caddy cart of 
Fig. 1 showing ‘the principal detachable parts 
separated from each other; 

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the caddy cart of 
Fig. 1 as fully opened or extended and ready for 
use and illustrating in broken outline one typical 
club disposed in the rack; 

Fig. 4 is a sectional view along the line IV-IV 
of Fig. 1 showing a mount for removably securing 
a handle; 

Fig. 5 is a perspective view oppositely taken 
from that of Fig. 3 showing the other side of the 
combined caddy cart and bag; I 

Fig. 6 is a vertical sectional view through the 
fully opened caddy cart; 

Fig. 7 is an enlarged sectional view-of the con 
struction of the upper end of the golf bag; 

Fig. 8 is a sectional view along the line 
VIII—-VIII of Fig. 6; ‘ ' 

Fig. 9 is a fragmentary view partly in section 
of the wheel mount of the caddy cart; 

Fig. 10 is a plan ‘view of a clip for retaining a 
golf club handle; and - - r 

Fig. 11 is a perspective view of a club head 
bag particularly adapted for use with my com 
bined caddy cart and bag. 

Referring to the drawings, my combined caddy 
cart and bag may be referred to generally by the 
numeral l2, and may include a generally vertical 
frame member l3 and a folding platform mem 
ber 54 hinged thereto ‘as by a hinge 55. A bag 
i6 may be secured to the frame i3 in any suit 
able manner, and I have found that mounting 
strips I‘! having ?gure-eight slots It may be con 
veniently utilized so that they may be disposed 
over projecting screws I9 secured to the frame 
board. The entire assembly is rendered mobile 
by means of a pair of Wheels 2! journaled on a 
shaft that is preferably disposed adjacent the 
hinge l5. While this shaft could be secured to 
the vertical frame I3, I have found it convenient 
to attach it to the bottom of the folding plat 
form I4. 
My caddy cart may be conveniently collapsed‘ 

or folded by rotating the platform M from the 
position shown in Fig. 3 to the folded position 
illustrated in Figs. land 2. In this connection 
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it will be noted that the lower end of the bag 
56 is not attached to the frame l3, and accord 
ingly when the bag is free of clubs the bottom 
may be pulled outwardly away from the frame 
I3 and the platform rotated to parallel relation 
ship with the frame l3, as illustrated. While 
the frame is and the platform 14 may be formed 
of any suitable material such as sheet metal or 
Specially fabricated metal, I ?nd it desirable at 
pre~ent to, utilize planar‘ material. and for‘ this 
purpose I have successfully employed half-inch 
plywood. Accordingly when the platform is ro-. 
tated parallel to the frame l3. as illustrated in 
Figs. 1 and 2. the thickness of the entire‘ caddy 
cart is reduced to a minimum. 
The compact folding structure of my caddy 

cart may be additionally enhanced by» making 
the wheels 2! removable. As shown particularly 
in Fig. 9. it will be noted that wheel 2! mav be 
provided with a stub shaft 22 that fits within 
a tubular axle and'mavbe maintainedv there 
in by means of a pin 24' passing throuch both 
members. The Wheel zf‘accordingly'rray be re 
moved by removing‘ the‘ pin 24. and the wheel 
may then’be disposed flat" against a surface of 
the frame Ikby passing the avle 2ls'therethrough. 
for evample through holes 25'; If desired, the 
pin“ may pass through‘the projectingr ends of 
the shafts 22 to lock the'wheels' to'the frame 13‘. 

It will be obvious from an inspection of' the 
drawings that the maiolj weight7 of the entire‘ 
caddv cart will be disposed‘ on the side of the 
axle 23 toward the’ longest‘ end of"t‘-"e platform 
M‘. Accordingly a‘removable'brace 25 may pass 
upwardlv tbroueh the platform M‘ when, in its 
extended position to thereby provide a third‘ point 
at which the wei‘rhtv of the combinedj'caddv cart 
and; bag is supported; Inasmuch as’ the brace 
provides a frictional support acainst the ground, 
the ca ddv cart'will be'renderedtnon-rolling whenv 
part'of‘ the weizht isassumedj by the brace 26. 
The caddy cart maybe‘ easilv' rolled by the 

user‘ thereof grasping a Lit-shapedv handle" 21 
which, may be inserted in; a, pair of’ sockets 28 
iliustrated‘ in detail in Firz. 4". Each socket 2P, 
mav include‘ a. u-shaped sheet-of‘ metal 29 pass 
ing- through - parallel slots‘ 31' in eachv side. of‘ the 
frame member I3, and, may‘ be‘ secured within 
this frame member by a.‘ plurality of screws 32 
passing through the shanks‘ of the" U_'-shaped 
sheet‘ metal. A pressure plate may be pro 
vided within the U-shaped'rhember‘ and may. be 
urged towards the. handle 21' by' means of a 
thumb screw 34-. Thus each end‘of' the handle 
21 may be securely grasned‘by'tiehtening the 
thumb screws 34-. and may be, readily. removed 
therefrom by loosening‘ the thumb-screws and 
pul‘inp: the handle ends from t‘seirsockets. 
Both the brace Z5 and the handle. 21 may be 

made of liehtweicht' tubular material such as 
aluminum tubing. and when detached. the brace, 
may be disposed ?at against one side of the frame 
l,3_ by disposing one leg within one of the sockets 
28. and the handle. 2‘! may held- against the 
frame, I 3. by ?ttiner an end portion of, the handle 
2.‘! in a clip B3'on thebrace 2% and by disposing: 
the; bent ends of the. handle 21'throughapertures 
ill ?lleplatform. IL as illustrated in- Fig. 1. 
Referring now. particularly to the baar IE, it 

wiILbenoted that this bag, may. include thQusual. 
hood 35 for protecting the heads of the clubs 
when’ they are inserted. in? the bag. When the 
clubs have been» removed: fromthe bag, this hood 
may be; disposed downwardly therein‘ as; illus 
trated; in Fig, 6. Furtherv the, bag may have a 
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telescoping bottom portion 36 which may be 
projected upwardly within the bag as is also illus 
trated in Fig. 6. If desired, a stiff hoop 31 may 
be disposed at the juncture of the telescoping 
portion with the main part of the bag, and this 
hoop may be positioned by one leg of the brace 
26 when the caddy cart is being used in its open 
or extended condition. rl‘he hoop in this event, 
as shown, in Figs. 6 and 3, will, give shape to the 
bag and in addition the hoop will give added 
rigidity to the brace 26 because of the bearing 
of the hoop against the cart frame [3. The 
brace 26 may be retained in the platform I 4 by 
frictional engagement, but suitable retaining 

~ mechanisms could be employed such as clamps 
or set screws. 
A plurality. of auxiliary compartments or bags 

may be associated with the main bag [6. As 
shown best in Figs. 5 and 6, the upper part of the 
frarnel3 may be apertured as at 42 to permit the 
attachment of a bag 43 tothe upper‘ part‘ of‘ the 
main bag and‘ this bag» may have-a “zipper” 
closure. A secondsaux-iliary bag- rnay be incor 
porated in the upper mouth of, the main-bag; l8, 
and‘- is best illustrated in Fig: 7, wherein; wall, 
portions 4e- ;nay' form a and, one wall‘ may 
have two elcments?-S that maybe connect- 
ed; alternatively onev to‘ a snap-4:6; and‘ one‘ to a 

rfhus- when the clubsv are in the‘main, 
bag' i6, one snap 4-5 may be connected to the 
snap 5.5. and’ whenthe clubs are‘out of the bag, 
the other snap be connected" to the snap 
13*‘ The frame 53' also~may be apertnred as, at“ 
3t“v the back of‘the bag f?'may'have a verti 
cal-slit opened’ or closed‘ by a “zipper” M‘; A" bag; 
partition 39' may be secured“ at its sides to the 
main bag. !'8 and'the'top may be attached'to the 
free edge or" the bag M1. Tees, cigarettes, and?‘ 
other miscellaneous items may be conveniently 
carried in‘ the upper'bag M’, whereas golf balls 

be carried‘ in the bag‘ 41. and articles of 
CIIOthiIIg'OL“ other items, of bull. may be carried‘ 
in’the bag 39; If desired", a‘ sheet: met'al‘h‘d 48.‘ 
may be hinged‘ to the frame- 1'3; to close the, 
upper mouth of the bag, it‘, and’ if‘d'esired‘ asheet' 
metalhoop may surround’ this'upper mouth: 
to give shape and.’ definitionto; the bag r6; 

A‘ self‘ club racking arrangement’ forthe' coni 
bincd" and‘ caddy cart‘ may include a. re 
movable clip band’ E‘ljattachable to the‘frame‘ It" 
to enclose the bag, it‘, as best illustrated in Fig.8}, 
and this‘ band may have‘a plurality of clips SI 
secured“ thereto. Also, as‘ clearly‘ illustrated‘ in‘. 
Fig, 5, the other‘si'de of the frame. it‘ mayhave 
two‘ or more clips 52a‘ secured thereto for. bold 
ing' the, handl‘esofj the‘ woodiclubs', whereas the‘ 
clips EZ‘retainthe handles, ofv the iron‘ clubs. 

'1." e_ racking arrangement of‘ my, inventiondifi 
fersjfrom other rack caddy carts, in that sockets. 
arejprovided. for, club headsthatdispose the club. 
heads at the lowermost-point.onthe, caddy cart._ 
This. sires, a low center oflaravity. to the. entire. 
combinedw caddy. cart and bag, thus. facilitating, 
movement of‘ the cart and improving its balance. 
The sockets. for. the. iron. clubs maybe. formed 
in. the platform. l4. that, projects. beyond; the. 
edges of the bag it, and accordingly, a. number 
of: sockets 53; may be. formed; therein. by, cutting 
through. the platform; !A.. These. sockets, 53' may 
have various: shapes ‘ to ' accommodate the: differ.» 
ent shapes of the heads of the iron; clubs, and 

adge-of . the, out? may. be considerably tapered‘ 
as. at; 5ft (Fig. 6) and may be. covered; with a. 
cushioning material such as; rubber. Accords 

' ingly the heel of a club may rest on=the rubben, 
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nermitting a substantial portion oi the. blade. to 
be. cupped by the sockets. 53,} and.’ the toeof‘ftlie 
club, will be restrained by the opposite end of 
the sockets. 53.. ' 

' The racking of the wood'clubs, is best‘ illustrat 
edin Figs. 6 and 8, and there it will benoted that 
aloopedstrap 55 may be attached to the; under 
side of, the. platform M4 so asv to. span across a 
plurality of‘ generally circular apertures 56’cor 
responding in number to the clips 52a. While 
the wood clubs could, be simply mounted by drop 
ping their heads in the apertures. 5:6,.1. prefer to 
employ a special construction. of’ club. head bag 
that may be utilizedlas a. cushioned socketimenlr 
ber- Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 11_,,a_ club. head 
bag Elmay have a metal strip 58 fastened one. 
portion of‘the outer edge there0f,.and may. have 
apair of snaps. 5.9 which may be matedltol secure 
thebag around the shaft of the wood cluhbeing 
protected. When the wood clubs are racked. 011 
the, combined caddy cart and‘bag 12, the open 
ing of'the baa, 5'! may be,’ turned downwardly as 
indicated in broken outline in Fig, 6' so thatthe 
metal, plate 5,?» may fitbetween one of, a plurality 
of wire brackets l5‘! and the. frame is. adjacent 

bottom thereof.’ The metal plate, 58.v forms 
a. stiffening for the portion. of the rolled over 
bag rim behind the wire brackets 5!. to prevent 
the. bag from. working loose from. the bracket. 
Additionally the metal plate; ?dmay be slightly 
curved to conform to the bag’s shape, as 111115.!‘ 
trated in Fig... 11,. and accordingly when the bag 
edge is rolled over, as illustrated in. Fig. 6, there 
will bev a reverse curvature of; the metal that, will. 
securely lock the bag between‘ the wirebrackets 
6.4. and. the surface of the. frame !3.. 
The clip band 5i may be detachafcly secured 

to the frame member is. by meansog a plurality 

oil integrally formed hooks $52 that may. proj‘ incorn. lementary» recesses in the mounting; strip 
Ll’. (Fig. 3), and. the hook engagementwith this 
strip‘ may be locked in. position by means. of 
latches 53c. disposed one at each. 611d; of: the clip 
band. 5!. It. will, be‘ noted from._ Figs. 2. and 3 
that the clip band 5i may have a spiral», disposi 

tion; on the frame is whiché will grasp the, c' shafts at approximately the same relatiyepo tion; on. each cl it. due to. the. varying; lens-.thsvoi 

th ircntlubs- Thispoint of. crash ispreierabir 
jn elow the portion of the. shaft, 
While the clips 52, may be of any" convenient 

or. conventional constructional; prefer to employ 
a strip metal construction as illustrated in; _ g, 

1Q,_ wherein a. generally U-shaped metal portion 
52b'1nay have the shanksv thereofl triply bent 
tode?ne. a socket 520 for a club shatter handle, 

each shank may bescovered- witha resilient 
material 526. such a. tube. of. rubber or plastic. 
The angular disposition of the platform I 4. with, 

resneot to the frame, 5 may be limited by means‘ 
of agpair of slotted plates 65; cooperatingwitha 
thumb screw Ed, one slate and'thumb; screw be 
inazdisposed on each side. of the-frame 1.8.- Not 
only doeszthe. thumbscrew 64,- act as a» stop to; 
limit rotation of the platform M. to a horizontal 
lie-titled. but also it. permits the platiormto be 
locked in either the horizontal position of. lj‘ig. 31 
or. the parallel position of Fig.» 

If; for reason it is necessary.. or desirable 
to. use the. bag 15 separate from they cart,_ the 
bag. may be removed by. lifting upwardly to un 
latch. the screw heads l8,_ and. a carrying; strap. 
65. mayv be snapped to any convenient eyes_»_or 
loops. (in. the has so. that the baa to males 
uallvoarriedl When the. baa isattached to the 
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caddy cart,,.the. strap may be detached and.con. 
venientlyv carried" in the. separate bag 39.‘ (Fig. 

The. attachment‘ of.‘ the handle 21-, the brace. 
25'," and'th'eclip. band 5’! upon the combined cart 
and.‘ hag when. in a partially collapsed position 
is illustratediin Fig. 1‘. There. itwill be noted 
thatthe brace 25 may‘ have. the. short. leg there 
of. disposed in the far handle socket 2.8, dispos 
111g; outwardly the. U-shaped clip 63 that engages 
the, uppermost. portion. of the U-shaped- handle 
21'. The bent ends of the. U-shaped handle may 
be projected through the socket apertures 56 in 
the. platform M. The clip band 5! may be dis‘ 
posedaround the. reduced telescoping portion 36 
of the bag Ill, and the ends may proiect through 
the same socket. apertures 55. A suitable thong 

be employed to tie the projecting ends of 
the hand 51. to. the platform I4, which thong 
may also. securely position the ends. of the, U— 
shaped handle 2.7. 
In operation. the combined caddy cart and. bag 

may be. converted from a storage condition to 
an operating condition. The wheels 2! during 
storage may have their shafts 22 pass through 
the apertures. 25 in the frame H. and to render 
the. combination. club holder mobile, these wheels 
may be DZlOllIltS? one on either end of the axle 
2.3. condition of. the caddy cart is then that 
illustrated in Fig. 1. There it will be noted that 
the telescoping lower portion 3.5 of. thezbag- I5 
may extend to the ground so as to, prevent the 
cart. from. moving on the wheels. Accordingly 
the folded cart with the Wheels in operating po 
sition he leaned against Wall. fence, or 
other structure without danger: of the cart. roll-v 
mg. 
Once the combined cart and bag-hes been-rolled 

to asuitable positimiv such the-?rst tee. the 
thong binding the clip band 5! and. the handle. 
2.? ma.’ be: removed and the clip. band-may,- be 
nositioned illustrated in Fig. 3v by» inserting 
the hooks 62 comnlerhentary slots’. The han's 
die 2.‘! may be detached from the clip 63». on the 
brace. 2.5 and the brace. may he removed and the 
handle insertedin, its sockets 23. The. hood 3.5 
of the-bag H5 may then be opened and the clubs 
manually grasped about their heads to lift the 
entire mass of clubs upwardly. to permit ?exing 
of the lower portion of the bag Hi so: that the 
platform i5. may-be rotated. to its horizontal 790-. 
sition as illustrated in Figs. 5. and. 6. The wing 
screws 6!! may then be tightened against the 
slottedv brace 65 to lock the platform. M. in posi 
tion after the manual e‘raso upon the club heads 

been removed and they are allowed to then 
against the platform The brace 26. may 

then. be inserted in position by tilting the cart 
!2_ forwardlyocne leg of the brace no ssing through 
the frame 53. andv the other passing upwardly 
through the platform it into the hoop 31. The 
iron clubs may then be removed from the bag. !6 
and positioned in their socketsv 53 as. illustrated 
in broken outline in Fig. 6. The wood clubs may 
neiztvbe disposed in the sockets 5E, and the urn. 
tecting bags may thereafter be unsnanned. from 
the shafts and the edges rolled to dispose, the 
metal plate 53 (Fig. 11) behind the associated 
wire bracket 6!, as illustrated in broken. out 
line in 6. 
The hood 3:": may next be disposed. inwardly 

within the bag H5. and the bag 41%. may have one 
snap 45.. released from the mating snap 46-, and 
the other snap =35 attached to the mating snap 
4‘! to de?ne the bag M» as shown in Fig. 6., This 

75 bag may be conveniently used for storage-of. tees 
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and other small objects. The metal cover 48 may 
then be rotated on its hinge to a horizontal po 
sition as illustrated in Fig. 3. The entire cart 
is then ready for use, balls being obtained from 
the pocket 43 if desired, and articles of clothing 
being stored in the bag 39 if desired. 
The entire cart is lightweight and therefore 

easily moved from place to place on its wheels 
by tilting the entire cart forward so that the 
weight is taken off of the brace 26. When the 
grip of the user is released on the handle 21', the 
low center of gravity of the entire cart due to 
the downward disposition of the club heads will 
immediately restore the cart to an upright po 
sition until a part of the weight is borne by the 
brace 26. This brace will frictionally engage the 
ground to hold the combined cart and bag in a 
stationary position. The clubs are not only avail 
able for instant identi?cation and inspection, but 
are also readily removed by merelypulling the 
handle outwardly from the clips 52 for the iron 
clubs. or the clips 52a for the wood clubs. Fur 
ther, my rack arrangement disposes the heads of 
the iron clubs away from the player, thus cor 
rectly positioninxy the club in the player’s hand 
for use when the club is removed from the rack. 
The clubs are readily replaced by inserting the 
heads in the respective sockets 53 or 58 and 
again inserting the shafts in the clips. 
The folding or collapsing operation for the 

combined cart and bag is the opposite from that 
described, and the clubs may ?rst be removed 
from their sockets and held manually while the 
brace 26 is removed and the platform [4 is 
rotated to a position parallel to the frame 13. 
The telescoping portion 86 of the bag is then 
extended as illustrated in Fig. 1, and the clubs 
may be inserted in the bag and the hood 35 
closed over their heads. The brace '26 may then 
begpositioned in the sockets 28 and the handle 
21 may then be rotated 180° and placed against 
the frame l3 so that its bent ends project through 
the outer sockets 56 of the platform M. The clip 
‘band 5| may then be removed and disposed about 
the telescoping portion 38. The bag may then 
be rolled to a car or other means or transporta 
tion, and when it is desired to store the combined 
cart and bag, the wheels 2| may be removed from 
their axles 23 by removal of the pins 2:3. The 
wheel shafts 23 may then be inserted through 
the apertures 25'and locked by the pins 24. The 
bag as thus completely collapsed is adequately 
protected by the frame [3 against rough handling 
or other abuse, inasmuch as astiff frame mem 
ber forms one entire side of the bag andprojects 
upwardly therefrom. . , 

While I have described my invention with 
respect to a speci?c embodiment thereof, 1 do 
not limit myself to this embodiment, norrother 
wise, since it is obvious that various modi?cae 
tions could be made there-n without departing 
from the true spirit and scope of my invention. 
The disclosed embodiment of my invention is 
accordingly merely illustrative and’ not de?nitive 
or limiting. 

I claim: 
1. A combined caddy cart and golf bag com 

prising: a generally vertical frame member; a 
golf bag secured to the frame member; a plat 
form member hinged to the bottom of the frame 
and adapted to swing from a position parallel 
to the frame to a position generally at right 
angles thereto so as to support the bag and pro 
ject beyond the con?nes of the bag; a clip band 
disposed about an upper portion of the bag and 
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8 
secured to the frame; a plurality of sockets 
formed in the platform member below the clip 
band to receive the heads of clubs; and wheels 
secured to one of the members adjacent opposite 
ends of the hinge connection between them, 
whereby the platform may be rotated to a right 
angle position with respect to the frame and 
clubs may be removed from the bag and their 
heads positioned in the sockets and their shafts 
held by the clip band. _ 

2. A combined caddy cart and golf bag as 
de?ned in claim 1 and including a ground con 
tacting brace removably secured to the platform 
adjacent the bag, so that the cart will be re 
strained against movement because of the fric 
tional contact of the brace with the ground. 

3. A combined caddy cart and golf bag as 
de?ned in claim 1 having a handle removably 
secured to the frame on the side opposite the 
bag. 

4. A combined caddy cart and golf bag com 
prising: a vertical generally planar frame mem 
ber; a platform member hinge connected to the 
bottom thereof to rotate from a generally parallel 
position to a position at right angles to the frame 
and having portions projecting from either side 
of the frame in this latter position; a pair of 
Wheels secured to one of the members adjacent 
opposite ends of the hinge connection; a bag 

' ‘ disposed on one side of the frame member; a 
clip hand secured to the frame member and sur 
rounding an upper portion of the bag; a semi 
circular arrangement of iron club sockets formed 
on the platform adjacent the bag and below the 
clip band; a plurality of wood club sockets formed 
on the platform on the side opposite the iron 
sockets; and handle clips mounted on the frame 
above the wood club sockets. , 

5. A combined caddy cart and golf bag as 
defined in claim 4 and having a brace removably 
mounted on the underside of the platform adja 
cent the bag and having a handle removably 
mounted on the opposite side of the frame. 

6. In a combined caddy cart and golf bag: a 
folding platform member disposed adjacent the 
bottom thereof; a plurality of circular apertures 
in the platform of a diameter sumcient to re 
ceive the head of a wood club; and a looped strap 
attached to the bottom of the platform and 
passing diametrically across the apertures, where 
by wood clubs may be supported by disposing their 
heads in the apertures until they engage the 
loops. ' 

7._In a combined caddy cart and golf bag‘ 
adapted to rack wood clubs: a generally vertical 
frame member; a generally transverse platform 
member secured to the bottom of the frame 
member; a plurality of circular apertures formed 
in the platform member; a strap secured to the 
bottom of the platform member and having loops 
disposed diametrically across the apertures; 
brackets secured to the frame member adjacentv 
the apertures; and a bag mounted on the brackets 
by rolling over an edge thereof to engage the 
bracket and having the closed portion of the 
bag disposed in the apertures and resting upon 
the loops. 

8. A combined caddy cart and golf bag comé 
prising: a generally vertical planar frame mem-v 
ber having an upper aperture and a lower larger 
aperture; a platform; a hinge securing the plat 
form to the bottom of the frame member for 
rotation from a parallel position to a generally 
right angular position; a golf bag secured to one 
side of the frame adjacent the top of th'e'bag‘ 
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so that the platform may be rotated against the 
frame member by lifting the bottom of the bag 
outwardly from the frame member; an auxiliary 
bag formed on the golf bag opposite each aper 
ture in the frame member; a pair of detachable 
wheels secured to the bottom of the platform at 
opposite ends of the hinge; a clip band removably 
secured to the frame member and passing around 
an upper part of the golf bag; a plurality of iron 
club sockets formed in the platform below the 
clip band; a plurality of wood club sockets formed 
on the platform adjacent the other side of the 
frame member; a corresponding plurality of clips 
secured to the frame member above the wood 
head sockets; a removable handle secured to the 
side of the frame member adjacent the wood 
head sockets; and a removable brace secured to 
the bottom of the platform underneath the iron 
head sockets. 

9. A combined caddy cart and golf bag com 
prising: a vertical generally planar frame mem 
ber; a platform hinge-connected to the bottom 
thereof to rotate from a generally parallel posi 
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10 
tlon to a position at right angles to the frame; 
a golf bag secured to the front face of said planar 
frame member; a plurality of apertures through 
said planar member exposing the surface of said 
bag; and a plurality of pockets in said bag, one 
accessible through each of said apertures, said 
pockets de?ning compartments independent of 
the main body of the bag. 

DONALD E. SMITH. 
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